Discovery and identification of quality markers of Chinese medicine based on pharmacokinetic analysis.
Quality control of Chinese medicine (CM) is an effective measure to ensure the safety and efficacy of CM in clinical practice, which is also a key factor to restrict the modernization process of CM. Various chemical components exist in CM and the determination of several chemical components is the main approach for quality control of vast majority of CM in the present. However, many components determined lack not only specificity, but also biological activities. This is bound to greatly reduce the actual value of quality standard of CM. Professor Changxiao Liu proposed the "quality marker" (Q-marker) concept to ensure the standardization and rationalization for the quality control of CM. As we all know, CMs are taken orally in most cases and could be extensively metabolized in vivo. Both prototype components and the metabolites could be the actual therapeutic material basis. Pharmacokinetic studies could benefit the elucidation of actual therapeutic material basis which is closely related to the identification of Q-markers. Therefore, a new strategy about Q-marker was proposed based on the pharmacokinetic analysis of CM, hoping to provide some ideas for the discovery and identification of Q-marker. The relationship between pharmacokinetic studies and the identification of Q-markers was demonstrated in this review and a new strategy was proposed. Starting from the pharmacokinetic analysis, reverse tracing of the prototype active components and the potential prodrugs in CM were conducted first and the therapeutic material basis were identified as Q-markers. Then, modern analytical techniques and methods were applied to obtain comprehensive quality control for these constituents. Several CMs including gingko biloba, ginseng, Periplocae Cortex, Mori Cortex, Bupleuri Radix and Scutellariae Radix were listed as examples to clarify how the new strategy could be applied. Pharmacokinetic studies play an important role for the elucidation of therapeutic material basis of CM and the identification of Q-markers and it should be taken into account during the process of the investigation of Q-marker.